Abstract. We use pruned enumeration algorithms to find lattice vectors close to a specific target vector for the prime number lattice. These algorithms generate multiplicative prime number relations modulo N that factorize a given integer N . The algorithm New Enum performs the stages of exhaustive enumeration of close lattice vectors in order of decreasing success rate. For example an integer N ≈ 10 14 can be factored by about 90 prime number relations modulo N for the 90 smallest primes. Our randomized algorithm generated for example 136 such relations in 15 minutes. It is a challenge to optimize this method towards factorizing integers in average polynomial time.
Introduction and surview
The enumeration algorithm for short / close lattice vectors Enum of [SE94, SH95] locally performs stages in order of decreasing success rate and finds short / close vectors much faster than previous SVP and CVP algorithms of Kannan [Ka87] and Fincke, Pohst [FP85] that disregard the success rate of stages. The New Enum algorithm for SVP / CVP presented in section 3 performs all stages in order of decreasing success rate, stages with high success rate are done first. This greatly reduces the number of stages that precede the finding of a shortest / closest lattice vector.
Section 4 summarizes results on time bounds of New Enum for SVP / CVP for a basis B = [b1, ..., bn] that satisfies GSA (meaning that the local reduction strength of the reduced basis is "uniform" for all 2-dimensional basis blocks). Prop. 1 shows that New Enum finds under "linear" pruning a shortest lattice vector b that behaves randomly (SA) under the volume heuristics in polynomial time (without proving that b is shortest) if the relative density rd(L) of L satisfies rd(L) ≤ Sections 5 and 6 study factoring integers N from CVP solutions for the prime number lattice and a target vector N that represents N . These CVP solutions provide smooth integers u, v, |u−vN | that factorize over the smallest n primes. It helps to use a prime number lattice of relative density rd(L) = o(n −1/4 ). A main problem is to prune the enumeration of lattice vectors b close to N toward small values ||b − N|| and bounded v. Lemma 1 shows that this also guarantees smooth |u − vN |. In each round we randomly scale the lattice basis such that independent pairs (u, v) are found in case of success. We explain as example the factorization of some N ≈ 10 14 using the n = 90 smallest primes and clever pruning of New Enum within 10 minutes time. This algorithm can be further optimized, in particular for large n, N .
Lattices
Let B = [b1, ..., bn] ∈ R m×n be a basis matrix consisting of n linearly independent column vectors b1, ..., bn ∈ R m . They generate the lattice L(B) = {Bx | x ∈ Z n } consisting of all integer linear combinations of b1, ..., bn, the dimension of L is n. The determinant of L is det L = (det B t B)
1/2 for any basis matrix B and the transpose B t of B. The length of b ∈ R m is b = (b t b) 1/2 . Let λ1, . . . , λn denote the successive minima of L and λ1 = λ1(L) is the length of the shortest nonzero vector of L. The Hermite constant γn is the minimal γ such that λ
2/n holds for all lattices of dimension n.
Let B = QR ∈ R m×n , R = [ri,j] 1≤i,j≤n ∈ R n×n the unique QR-factorization: Q ∈ R m×n is isometric (with pairwise orthogonal column vectors of length 1) and R ∈ R n×n is upper-triangular with positive diagonal entries ri,i. The QR-factorization provides the Gram-Schmidt coefficients µj,i = ri,j/ri,i which are rational for integer matrices B. The orthogonal projection b * i of bi in span(b1, ..., bi−1) ⊥ has length ri,i = b
for all j > i, and if each diagonal entry ri,i of R = [ri,j] ∈ R n×n is minimal under all transforms of B to BT, T ∈ GLn(Z) that preserve b1, ..., bi−1.
is a BKZ-basis for block size k, i.e., a BKZ-k basis if the matrices [ri,j] h≤i,j<h+k ∈ R k×k form HKZ-bases for h = 1, ..., n − k + 1, see [SE94] .
A famous problem is the shortest vector problem (SVP): Given a basis of L find a shortest nonzero vector of L, i.e., a vector of length λ1.
Closest vector problem (CVP): Given a basis of L and a target t ∈ span(L) find a closest vector
The efficiency of our algorithms depends on the lattice invariant rd(L) := λ1γ
Clearly 0 < rd(L) ≤ 1 holds for all L, and rd(L) = 1 if and only if L has maximal density. Lattices of maximal density and γn are known for n = 1, ..., 8 and n = 24.
A novel enumeration of short lattice vectors
We first outline the novel SVP-algorithm based on the success rate of stages. New Enum improves the algorithm Enum of [SE94, SH95] . We recall Enum and present New Enum as a modification that essentially performs all stages of Enum in decreasing order of success rates. Previous SVPalgorithms solve SVP by a full exhaustive search, disregard the success rate of stages, and prove to have found a shortest nonzero lattice vector. Our novel SVP-algorithm New Enum finds a shortest lattice vector b rather fast by performing the stages in order of decreasing success rate.
Let
.., n denote the orthogonal projections and let Lt = L(b1, ..., bt−1).
The success rate of stages. The vector b = n i=t uibi ∈ L and A ≥ λ 2 1 are given at stage (ut, ..., un) of ENUM [SH95] . That stage calls the substages (ut−1, ..., un) such that πt−1(
where ζt := b − πt(b) ∈ span Lt is b's orthogonal projection in span Lt. Stage (ut, ..., un) and its substages exhaustively enumerate the intersection Bt−1(ζt, ρt) ∩ Lt for the sphere Bt−1(ζt, ρt) ⊂ span Lt with radius ρt := (A − πt(b)
2 ) 1/2 and center ζt. The Gaussian volume heuristics estimates |Bt−1(ζt, ρt) ∩ Lt| for t = 1, ..., n to βt = def vol Bt−1(ζt, ρt) / det Lt.
Here vol Bt−1(ζt, ρt) = Vt−1ρ
2 / π(t − 1) is the volume of the unit sphere of dimension t − 1 and det Lt = r1,1 · · · rt−1,t−1. If ζt mod Lt is uniformly distributed the expected size of this intersection satisfies E ζ t [ # |Bt−1(ζt, ρt) ∩ Lt ] = βt. This holds because 1/ det Lt is the number of lattice points of Lt per volume in span Lt.
The success rate βt has been used in [SH95] to speed up Enum by cutting stages of very small success rate. New Enum proceeds differently, it first performs all stages with βt ≥ 2 −s t and collects during this process the stages with βt < 2 −s t in the list L. Thereafter New Enum performs the stages of L with βt ≥ 2 −s−1 t. The test βt ≥ 2 −s t gives priority to stages of small t, stages of large t require a higher success rate. The analysis in section 4 is independent of the factor t in βt < 2 −s t. We will use that A := 
Running in linear space. If instead of storing the list L we restart New Enum in step 3 on the level s + 1 then New Enum runs in linear space and its running time increases at most by a factor n. fraction of them prior to finding b and delays the rest to be performed later than (u t , ..., u n ).
New Enum is particularly fast for small λ1. The size of its search space is proportional to λ Notation. We use the following function ct :
Hence ct(ut, ..., un) = ( n j=t ujrt,j) 2 + ct+1(ut+1, ..., un). Given ut+1, ..., un Enum tests for ut the integers closest to −yt := − n i=t+1 uirt,i/rt,t in order of increasing distance to −yt adding to the initial ut := − yt iteratively νt/2 (−1) ν t σt where σt := sign(ut + yt) ∈ {±1} and νt is the number of iterations starting with νt = 0 :
Let sign(0) := 1 and let r denote a nearest integer to r ∈ R. The iteration does not decrease |ut + yt| and ct(ut, ..., un), it does not increase ρt and βt. Enum performs the stages (ut, ..., un) for fixed ut+1, ..., un in order of increasing ct(ut, ..., un) and decreasing success rate βt. The center
∈ span(Lt) changes continously within New Enum.
Algorithm Enum adapted from [SH95]
INPUT BKZ-basis B = QR ∈ Z m×n , R = [ri,j] ∈ R n×n for block size 20, OUTPUT b ∈ L(B) such that b = 0 has minimal length. 1. FOR i = 1, ..., n DO ci := ui := yi := 0 u1 := 1, t := tmax := 1,c1 := c1 := b1 2 .
(ct = ct(ut, ..., un) always holds for the current t,c1 is the current minimum of c1) 2. WHILE t ≤ n #perform stage (ut, ..., un):
.., un) always holds for the current t)
2. WHILE t ≤ n #perform stage (ut, ..., un):
3. s := s + 1, perform all delayed stages (ut, ..., un, yt, ct, σt, νt) of L on level s and delete them. Delay new stages with β t < 2 −s t , t ≤ t and store
Performing in step 3 a delayed stage (ut, ..., un, yt, ct, σt, νt) means to restart the algorithm in step 2 with that information. The recursion initiated by this restart does not perform any stages (u t" , ..., un) with t" > t. These stages have already been performed. Therefore, within step 2.1 the running t-value t must be restricted not to surpass by the t-value at the restart.
Pruned New Enum for CVP. Given a target vector
Adaption of New Enum to CVP. We adapt New Enum to solve t − b 2 <Ä. Initially we seẗ
New Enum gives out b and decreasesÄ to t − b 2 .
Optimal value ofÄ. If the distance t − L or a close upper bound of it is known then we initially chooseÄ to be that close upper bound. This prunes away many irrelevant stages. At stage (ut, ..., un) New Enum searches to extend the current
The expected number of such b is for random t:
Previously, stage (ut+1, ..., un) determines ut to yield the next integer minimum of
1. s := 10, t := n, L := ∅, yn := τn, un := yn ,cn+1 := 0, (We call s the level) (ct = ct(τt − ut, ..., τn − un) always holds for the current t, ut, ..., un)
and delete them from L. Delay all new stages withβ t < 2 −s t , t ≤ t and store (u t , ..., un, y t ,c t ,
4 Performance of pruned New Enum for SVP and CVP 
Remarks. 1. If GSA holds with q ≥ 1 the basis B satisfies bi ≤ 1 2 √ i + 3 λi for all i and b1 = λ1. Therefore, q < 1 unless b1 = λ1. GSA means that the reduction of the basis is "locally uniform". It is easier to work with the idealized property that all ri,i/ri−1,i−1 are equal.
[BL05] studies "nearly equality". B. Lange [La13] shows that GSA can be replaced by the weaker property that the reduction potential of B is sufficiently small. GSA has been used in [S03, NS06, GN08, S07, N10] and in the security analysis of NTRU in [H07, HHHW09] .
2. The assumption SA is supported by a fact proven in the full paper of [GNR10] : 
for n → ∞ 3. Failings of the volume heuristics. For the lattice Z n we have for any a = Θ(1) and n ≥ n0(a):
, whereas the volume heuristics estimates this cardinality to O(1) for a ≤ 1 2eπ
, also see Figure 1 of [MO90] . [GN08] reports that extensive experiments on high density random lattices show only negligible errors of the volume heuristics.
4.
A trade-off between b1 /λ1 and rd(L) under GSA. B. Lange observed that
Therefore rd(L) √ γn b1 /λ1 ≤ 1 implies under GSA that q ≥ 1 and thus b1 = λ1, i.e., an approximation factor b1 /λ1 ≤ 1/(rd(L) γn) already solves SVP exactly under GSA. Hence
SVP is solvable in pol. time by Prop. 1. Also the time bound of Theorem 1 is at best 2 O(n) .
All our time bounds must be multiplied by the work load per stage, a modest polynomial factor covering the steps performed at stage (ut, ..., un) of New Enum before going to a subsequent stage. 
We used Stirling's approximation of (n − t + 1)! in approximating Vn−t+1. The volume heuristics can underestimate #Bn−t+1(0, ρt) ∩ πt(L), however Enum and New Enum already find b after enumerating a very small fraction of Bn−t+1(0, ρt) ∩ πt(L).
holds by GSA and therefore
Hence we see from q
Evaluating this upper bound at rd(L) = 
2n)
1/2 and b satisfies SA.
3. Cor. 1, Cor. 2 translate Prop. 1 from SVP to CVP. For random target t this translation gets rid of the volume heuristics. The volume heuristics provably holds on the average for the CVP of minimizing b − t for b ∈ L(B) given a random t ∈ span(L). Unforunately the expected value t − L can be large for random t. .
Recall from remark 4 that n 1 2 +b rd(L) ≥ 1 holds under GSA for b1 ≤ √ eπ n b λ1 or else b1 = λ1. Interestingly Cor. 1, the translation of Theorem 1 from SVP to CVP, shows that the corresponding CVP-algorithm solves many important CVP-problems in simple exponential time 2 O(n) and linear space.
[HS07] proves the time bound n n/2+o(n) for solving CVP by Kannan's CVP-algorithm [Ka87] . CA translates the assumption SA from SVP to CVP:
n−t+1 n t − L 2 holds for t = 1, ..., n and New Enum's CVP-solutionb.
CA holds with probability 1/n for randomb ∈ span(L) that is statistically independent of the given basis of L [GNR10] . B. Lange [La13] proves that this probability 1/n increases to 1 for the increased bound πt(t −b)
and rd(L) ≤ B. Lange [La13] shows that GSA for B can be replaced by a less rigid condition, namely that the "reduction potential"
1/n of the basis B is sufficiently small. This is important since even well-reduced bases of the prime number lattice L(Bn,c) do not well approximate GSA.
Factoring by CVP solutions for the Prime Number Lattice
Let N be a positive integer that is not a prime power. Let p1 < · · · < pn denote the smallest n primes. Let the prime factors of N be larger than pn. A classical method factors N via n + O(1)
mod N . We construct such modular equations from CVP solutions for the prime number lattice L(Bn,c) with basis Bn,c = [b1, . . . , bn] ∈ R (n+1)×n and target vector N ∈ R n+1 for some constant c > 0 :
as the prime number theorem implies
Outline of the factoring method. We compute
i . This yields a non-trivial relation u = e i >0 p
We write n + 1 such relations with p0 = −1 as n i=0 p e i,j −e i,j i = 1 mod N for j = 1, ..., n + 1. Any solution t1, ..., tn+1 ∈ {0, 1} of the equations n+1 j=1 tj(ei,j − e i,j ) = 0 mod 2 for i = 0, ..., n (5.3)
mod N . In case that X = ±1 mod N this yields two non-trivial factors gcd(X ± 1, N ) / ∈ {1, N } of N . The linear equations (5.3) can be solved within O(n 3 ) bit operations. We neglect this minor part of the work load of factoring N . This reduces factoring N to finding about n vectors b ∈ L(Bn,c) for which |u − vN | factorizes over p1, ..., pn.
We identify each vector
Clearly uv is square-free if and only if e1, ..., en ∈ {0, ±1}. In practice L(Bn,c) − N 2 is close to the minimum of ln uv +ẑ 2 b−N for square-free uv. 
] is zero for some h with N c − 0.751 < h < N c − 0.75 and this h determines the minimal value f (h) of f . Then the Lemma follows from Table 1 and Table 2 ]. Hildebrand [H84] extended (5.5) to a wide finite range. He proves for any fixed ε > 0 that : Proof. We apply Theorems 3 and 4. The proof of Theorem 4 shows that rd(L) = o(n −1/4 ) is clearly smaller than required for Prop. 1 and Cor. 3. Therefore the errors of the volume heuristics should not be extreme.
